
 
Accepting your calling  

Into Ministry 
Anointed Series:

Rediscovering The Transformational Power In You 



 
“nor will people say, 'Here it is,' or 'There it 
is,' because the kingdom of God is in you“ 

Luke 17:21 

Reflection 



Take time to rest  
Take care of your body 
and mind  
Spend time being 
creative  
Check up on your family  
Pray & try to practice one 
spiritual discipline a day 
Listen to encouragement  
Take time to mourn 

Beautiful Reminder 
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1. God won’t Cancel You  
2. You are supposed to 
feel Insecure  
3. Leadership takes 
practice  
4. Inspiration & Legislation  
5. History of Uneasiness  

3 Weeks of Review 



6. Radical Inclusion for 
Liberation  
7. Deification of God’s 
Death and God’s Life  
8. Interrogation of your 
theology and the tools 
it gives you 

3 Weeks of Review 



1. Anointed To Serve  
2. Anointed To Lead  
3. Anointed To Love 

Anointed-
To consecrate your heart, 
mind, and body for 
transformative ministry in 
your life and in the world. 



1. What can we learn from the 
Disciples?  

2. What can we learn from Jesus?  
3. What does this  mean for us? 

Accepting your calling into Ministry  



1. Why did they listen to Jesus?  
2. Why Them?  
3. Why does Peter say to Jesus 
“Lord go away from me for I am a 
sinful man?” 
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4. Why does Jesus tell them to cast 
their nets into the deep?  
5.  Why do they give up everything       
and follow Jesus?  
6.  What makes the disciples qualified? 
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1.Beth Sefer (Basic Jewish Education, Studied 
Torah)  
2. Beth Midrash (School of More Proficient Students, 
Studied Tanakh (Persistence through rabbinical study 
was contingent on resources and student proficiency.  
3.Talmid (Plural Talmidim) (Someone who wants to 
be what the Rabbi is! 

Becoming A Disciple 



1. Jesus is looking for Passion  
2. You are already ready  
3. You are enough  
4. God is speaking our love 
language 

Accepting Your Calling Into Ministry 


